
Inspired pearl necklace designs-a string and pearl 

charm necklace for girls 
 

 

 

 

It is an exception among mass of noble pearl 

necklace designs. In the post, I collected the pearl 

beads and some cool metal Tibetan ones in one 

charm necklace for girls. During entire processes 

you may just need to work with one strand of 1mm 

red nylon thread and the versatile Sun knots. 

There, let’s just check more details for it. 

 

 

 

 

 

 1mm  Nylon Thread

 Tibetan Bead 

  Pearl Bead

 Scissors 

 Lighter (not shown in picture) 

 

 

 

 

Step1: work the first sun knot 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Make this creative charm necklace for girls in a few easy steps. An actually fantastic way to update the 

traditional pearl necklace designs as well as multiple the color to your spring and summer outfit! 

 

Materials needed in the pearl necklace designs: 

 

1. Cut a fairy long red nylon thread; 

2. Slide one pearl bead to the center. Then 

pass both two ends through one Tibetan bead; 

3. Adjust the thread snugly and place the part 

on flat as picture shows; 

 

4. Take the left end to form a loop, pass the tail 

under two vertical portions. Use the same end, 

work the second loop on right side, and pass the 

end under two vertical ones as well; 

 

Instructions on charm necklace for girls: 

 

http://www.pandahall.com/beads/wholesale-Nylon-Thread/0-64-1.html
http://www.pandahall.com/beads/wholesale-Pearl-Beads/0-235-1.html


 

 

5. Take the unused right end, wrap the 

third loop, and then pass the tail 

through the loop 2 and loop 1, over and 

under as picture shows. Next go under 

the left end. Finally form the fourth 

loop and down through the loop2; 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Step2: work the next sun knot 

1. Take either of the two working end, thread on one 

Tibetan bead and then one pearl bead; 

2. Back thread the end through the Tibetan bead from 

top. Tighten the thread; 

3. Align the two beaded charms and get ready to work 

the second sun knot; 

4. Carefully adjust the thread to shorten the blank 

between two charms. 

 

Step3: prepare the rest charms 

Add beads and knot in same way.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

6. Pull the loop1 and loop3 firstly, and then the 

loop2 and loop4; 

 

7. This is the first sun knot charm. 

 

For my pearl necklace designs, 5 pieces of this 

charm are required. 

 



 

Step4: close the necklace 

1. Take two thread tails, cross them on your index 

finger; 

2. Nip the right one and wrap 6 or more times along 

the finger; 

3. Pass the end through the coils from left to right 

direction; 

4. Take the coils off and adjust each of them 

gradually; 

5. Since tighten both ends, left 7cm long at tail end 

adorn with another 2 pieces of pearl beads. Affix 

with overhand knot and secure by lighter. 

 

 

Thus far, this is my charm necklace for girls! 

 

While practicing the pearl necklace designs, the 

most difficult procedure is to adjust the thread for 

shortening the blank between each two sun knots. 

Accord to my perspective, just be calm down and 

keep the orders of each segment as original as 

possible. Whatever, hope you may love this 

exclusive charm necklace for girls.   

 

 

 

 

 

Search for more Tibetan style beads please click: 

http://www.pandahall.com/wholesale-Tibetan-Style-Beads/181.html 

http://www.pandahall.com/wholesale-Tibetan-Style-Beads/181.html

